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Abstract

Stacked Rapid Sand Filters are an adaptation of rapid sand �lters opti-
mized for �ows between 6 and 100 L/s that don't require any �ow control
or backwash. They are a �game changing� technology invented by the
AguaClara team that is signi�cantly simpler to operate than conventional
rapid sand �lters.

Students 3-4 (could divide between research tasks and invent tasks)

Skills �uids, AguaClara water treatment processes, process controller, fab-
rication

Location AguaClara lab 2 right end of bench

1 Research Tasks

• Take lessons learned from construction and feedback from the plant oper-
ators to create recommendations for changes to the design.

• Explore options and recommend methods to extend the �ow rate to less
than 6 L/s.

• Measure �ow distribution between layers

• Explore addition of a very low PACl dose (perhaps 100µgL as aluminum)
to improve �ltration performance.

• Compare performance of an up�ow layer and a down�ow layer to con�rm
that �ltration performance is similar (Low priority)

• Evaluate the possibility of using smaller sand grain size and determine if
there would be advantages to making this change.
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2 Invent Tasks

2.1 Automated Control

The �lter could easily be designed to begin backwash at a set �lter head loss
by adjusting the length of the siphon tube in the siphon box. If we could add a
method to end the backwash and revert to �ltration then we could have a fully
automated �lter. This would be particularly useful for very small communities
that can't a�ord to have an operator on site all of the time. The challenge is
to have a delay for 10 minutes while backwash proceeds, open a valve to break
the siphon for a few seconds and then close the valve again. Finding a solution
for this will require some very creative hydraulics. The siphon air valve could
be operated by a �oat that is in a tank that is emptied and �lled. We need a
whole series of ideas here.

2.2 Scaling to smaller �ow rates

Develop new construction methods that would make it possible to fabricate a
SRSF at dimensions that are not large enough for a human to enter the �lter
box. Another possibility is to reduce the sand grain size so that the �lter and
backwash velocities are reduced so that the area of the �lter is larger. The �lter
box could be constructed of large diameter PVC pipe and the manifolds could
be assembled inside this pipe be reaching in from above and from below prior
to connecting the section of the �lter with the manifolds to the rest of the �lter
box.
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